
The Carli-Bonatti organ is inspired to the 

work of Giuseppe Bonatti, the most 

famous organ builder of the veronese-

gardesana school (near the city of 

Verona and Lake Garda – north of Italy), 

famous for having molten together the 

severe taste of Northern Europe with 

the sweetness and lyricism of the typical 

sounds of the Italic instruments.  

The organ is built according to the best 

traditional techniques by the skilled 

hands of Giorgio Carli, craftsman of 

great experience, well-known in Italy for 

his obstinacy in pursuing the quality and 

beauty in sound as well as in the 

manufacture.  

 

The design is so efficient and rational 

to allow to accommodate in a very 

small space fourteen stops on two 

keyboards. Many stops are also divided 

into bass and treble and this feature, 

typically Italian, further expands the 

possibilities of the instrument. To 

conclude, every keyboard is equipped 

with a Principal 8' stop. Therefore, with 

this organ is possible to perform 

faithfully and pleasantly most of the 

German and Italian Baroque literature. 

The instrument has more than 700 pipes, 

most made of tin and other of walnut 

and chestnut wood. 

The architectural style of the case is 

pure “Tuscanico” and the material used 

is precious walnut wood, hand finished 

with oil and wax.  
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The deep rich decorative sculptures 

are the work of an italian artist, made 

of walnut wood, and are a tribute to 

the cultivation of the vine, in the 

fertile land of lake Garda.  

The transmission of the instrument is 

purely mechanical and built with 

intelligent and practical solutions, in 

order to reduce maintenance to a 

minimum, despite the reduced space  

available. 

The instrument is “virgin”, i.e. not yet 

voiced, and therefore offers the 

possibility     to     be  

 

The instrument can be completely 

disassembled for transportation. Each 

component is designed so as to be able 

to pass through a window of 80 cm and 

therefore ensures its maximum 

portability in every destination. In 

addition, it is equipped with rollers at 

the base that allow easy front 

movement once mounted.  

The location of the console on the 

left side allows the organist to 

accompany and easily conducting 

ensembles and soloists. 
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With the roots in the soil where it was created and the gaze over the Alps, this is not 

simply an instrument, but a masterpiece, a distillation of superb technical skills and 

love for music and arts, waiting to return all its beauty and inspire joy in the hearts. 

 

Adapted to the tastes 

Of  the buyer   and   to   

the acoustics  of  the   

Environment that will  

host it.  

 



TECHNICAL   DETAILS 

  

GREAT ORGAN  CD - d5  

    

PRINCIPALE                    b/s       8’                             

OTTAVA                       4’  

QUINTADECIMA                 2’  

DECIMANONA                     1’1/3  

VIGESIMASECONDA         1’  

FLAUTO IN VIII               b/s        4’  

FLAUTO IN XII                 b/s       2’2/3 

CORNETTA   REALE    b/s     1’3/5  

  

POSITIV   CD - d5  

    

PRINCIPALE  IN ECO   b/s      8’  

FLAUTO IN VIII                b/s      4’  

FLAUTO IN XII                 s            2’2/3 

FRAZOLE’                         b/s      2’  

TROMBONCINI               b/s      8’ 

   

PEDALE   CD - d3  

  

SUBBASSO                                  16’ 

  

COUPLERS:: Pos. – G.O.;   I – Ped;   II – 

Ped. 

 

Tremolo dolce. 

  

BASS/TREBLE   C3 - C#3. 

   

Measures: cm 260 x 290 x 127 (width  x 

Hight  x  Depth). 

  

The instrument is mounted on rollers 

and moves back  and forth. 
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